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누가 열매를 딸까?

Who will pick
the coconut?
Written by Gyeong-hwa Kim
Illustrated by Mi-hui Kim

Who will pick the coconut?
The sun is blazing hot and there’s no water
around the animal friends. But on the top of
coconut tree abundant coconuts are hanging.
To pick the coconuts, the elephant raised up his long trunk,
the giraffe stretched his long neck,
and the monkey agilely climbed up the tree.
값 9,000원
Who will pick the coconut on the top of the tree?
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One summer day.
The sun was blazing hot.
Elephant, Giraffe, and Monkey
sweated like rain.
“It’s hot, really hot!”
The three friends were cooling down the sweat
under the coconut tree.
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“I’m thirsty. I’d like to drink cool water.”
But no cool water was to be found anywhere.
Just then, THUMP!
From the tree a large coconut dropped
with a loud noise.
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Monkey shook the coconut.
Sloshing, Sloshing!
He could hear a sloshing sound of water from the coconut.
“Aha! If we split the coconut we will get water.”
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Elephant held the coconut with his trunk,
throwing it to the ground with all his might.
Alas! All the water in the coconut
was spilled on the ground.
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Monkey, Giraffe, and Elephant
looked up the tree.
Many coconuts were hanging on the top of the tree.
Just looking at them made their mouths water.
“Let’s pick the coconut and drink water.”
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“If I raise my trunk
I will be able to pick the fruit.”
Elephant raised up his long trunk.

High, higher!
But no matter how high Elephant raised his trunk
he couldn’t reach the coconut.
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“If I will stretch my neck,
I will be able to pick the coconut.”
This time Giraffe stretched its long neck.
High, higher!
Its neck went up higher
than the trunk of Elephant.
But it still couldn’t reach the coconut either.
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“If I will climb up,
I will be able to pick the coconut.”
Yo-ho! Yo-ho!
Higher, much higher!
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THUMP!
Monkey slipped and fell from the tree.
“Are you all right?”
Elephant and Giraffe were worried.
“Yes. If I had climbed a little bit higher,
I could have picked the coconut.”
The monkey looked up the tree again.
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“Oh, I’ve got an idea.
Monkey, how about riding on my neck?
I will raise you up to the coconut.”
Giraffe took the monkey on his neck
and lifted him up.
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Monkey could easily reach
the top of the tree.
“I will pick up the coconuts
and throw them down.”
“OK! I will catch them with my trunk.”
Elephant caught them well
so that they wouldn’t be broken.
Before long, lots of coconuts were
piled up on the ground.
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This time Monkey, Giraffe, and Elephant
broke the coconuts very carefully.
GULP! GULP!
Then they drank the water in the coconut.
It was really cool and sweet.
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Math Story/comparing height
Understanding the concept of math
Higher, much higher, who will pick the coconut?

♣ In a very hot summer day, the giraffe with a long neck, and the monkey
who can climb the tree well try to pick the coconuts. First the elephant
raised up its nose, but couldn’t reach it. The giraffe stretched its long neck,
but it was useless too. The monkey rapidly climbed up, but slipped from
the tree. When the giraffe mounted up the monkey on his neck, at last
the monkey succeeded in picking all the coconuts. The three friends
broke them carefully and drank the water inside.
♣ Children can understand about the concept of height through
comparing and categorizing many objects that have different height.
Let’s encourage your children to categorize objects of different
height into the same height, and compare them by using the words
like “high/low”, “higher/lower”, “the highest/ the lowest.”
♣Let your child compare the objects with different height with
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Math Play

Higher, much higher!
Blow balloons, then make them float in the air.
Let your child understand the basic concept of numbers
by comparing the height of the floating balloons.
1. Blow a balloon with the color that your child loves.
2. First mom hits the balloon and makes it float high in the air.
3. When the balloon slowly falls down, let the child hit it
to float again. Then say to him “Hit the balloon to float higher.”
4. Don’t let the balloon touch the ground by hitting it
with the hands, head, and foot.
5. Blow one more balloon, and this time mom
hit the balloon to float. Let your child say
whose balloon goes up higher.
6. Let your child hit two balloons at the same time,
then let him know which balloon
goes up high.
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